
PERSPECTIVES

Boosting Your Brain, Part 1: The Couch
Potato

The issue of failing memory worries us all, particularly as we
get older. The treacherous nature of memory and its dis-

tortions caused by advancing age have been dealt with in sev-
eral recent bestselling books from Julian Barnes’ The Sense of
an Ending1 to Patrick Modiano’s L’Horizon.2 In both books,
individuals in their late 50s or 60s attempt to reconstruct past
events in different ways and with different results. Professor
William Miller made light of his declining mental abilities
in his book Losing It,3 which he subtitled: “In which an aging
professor laments his shrinking brain which he flatters him-
self formerly did him noble service.” Is there anything that we
can do to keep from “losing it”? Can we really be “older and
wiser”? In this first part, I discuss (presumed) ways to exercise
your brain while avoiding exercising your body.

Dr Lawrence Katz, a former Duke University professor of
neurobiology, is said to be the father of “neurobics” (yes,
meaning aerobics for your neurons). Aerobics means “living
in air” or, more scientifically, being able to supply enough
oxygen to support increased aerobic cellular metabolism dur-
ing exercise.4 Although it is possible that we do lose some
neurons with age, the “no new neuron” theory that stated that
as we get older our neurons die and are not replaced has been
disproved. Brain stem cells from the hippocampi and subven-
tricular zones constantly multiply and repopulate the cortex
throughout our lives. It is possible that age-related mental de-
cline is due to a malfunction of dendrites and synapses, but
the good news is that older as well as new neurons can easily
sprout new dendrites. The number of oligodendrocytes
also decreases with age, leading to myelin fragmentation, de-
creased number of myelinated fibers, and ultimately loss of
axons.5 Diffusion tensor imaging has shown that myelin
achieves its greatest degree of complexity during the fifth de-
cade of life, so it is not surprising that many of us feel that
middle age is when we have been smartest. DTI has also dem-
onstrated stronger connectivity in regions associated with
better executive function.6 Some think that by using DTI to
identify weak connections, we should be able to design specific
brain exercises aimed at strengthening these regions.

Even Aristotle knew that practice was helpful in maintain-
ing a healthy brain.7 Traditional brain exercises include puz-
zles and memory jogging. Reading and even playing bingo are
said to be beneficial, and maybe that is why both are popular in
retirement homes. Among the many Web sites dedicated to
brain exercises, Happy Neuron8 lets you tailor several games
according to your age, sex, and education level and then makes
money by attempting to sell you “adult brain-training prod-
ucts” by using descriptions reminiscent of those used by a
different a type of “adult” industry. This Web site claims to
improve your brain by 16% (whatever that means).

In a study published in 2002, cognitive training was effec-
tive and durable in improving cognitive function.9 The au-
thors reported that the benefits of training basically erased the
expected mental decline during 7- and 14-year periods. This is
important because prior studies had shown that the effects of

mental calisthenics tend to last only 2 years. What the authors
do not clearly explain is why there was no functional brain
decline in the control group as would have been expected.

Thus, it is not surprising that many scientists accept the
beneficial effects of brain training but warn us that these are
only moderate. Additionally, you get better at what you
trained for and nothing else. A recent article in Nature10 re-
ported that more than 11,400 subjects were trained several
times per week in tasks designed to improve reasoning, mem-
ory, planning, and attention. Although improvements were
noted for these specific tasks, the benefits could not be trans-
ferred to other untrained tasks, even if they were cognitively
closely related. This observation is akin to my children telling
me that computer games make them smarter. These games
make them better at playing the games but nothing else.

Most of these brain exercises do not result in what is called
long-term potentiation—the potentiation is present only
while you do them regularly. The idea behind long-term po-
tentiation is that brain exercises lead to production of neu-
rotrophins, such as brain-derived neurotrophic factor, which
stimulates dendritic sprouting and actually physically changes
the brain. Neurotrophins, however, only result in neuronal
branching when those same neurons are being constantly
stimulated. Analogous to a muscle, if you stop your exercises,
that part of the brain turns flabby. Extensive long-term re-
peated experiences may induce changes in brain morphology
due to neuroplasticity. London taxi drivers have increased
gray matter and hippocampal volumes.11 The longer they
drive, the bigger these regions get. I wonder if these will regress
in size if drivers start using a Global Positioning System.
Learning music, as an adult or a child, improves verbal and
working memory as well as attention and is also said to change
the shape of the brain.12

Couch potatoes may be too lazy even to exercise mentally;
so, what could be better than improving your brain by just
swallowing a pill? The use of methylphenidate (Ritalin) as a
neuroenhancer is widespread in American high schools and
on college campuses (this is not the case in Europe and Latin
America). Students who do not have documented attention
deficit disorders take it to cram for examinations. By increas-
ing brain dopamine, they feel more alert, focused, interested,
and motivated. Amphetamines in different forms stimulate
the brain and are also widely used on university campuses.
Adderall is one of these medications and is only legal in the
United States and Canada (so again, not used for that purpose
elsewhere). Students report a 2-letter improvement in their
grades when taking these drugs.13 On some campuses, up to
35% of students regularly take these pills.14 Other “smart
drugs” include phosphatidyl serine (said to activate cell-to-cell
communication) and vinpocetine (increases blood flow to the
brain and eyes); others that should improve memory and
boost intelligence are now being designed. The list of acute and
chronic complications from using any of these drugs is too
long to recount here, but pharmaceutical companies will con-
tinue to make and sell them rather indiscriminately because
they are a huge business. In 2010, more than US $470 million
of Ritalin was sold, and because we want to make all medi-
cations cheaper and more available, the company Actavis
(Elizabeth, New Jersey) this year launched its generic and less
expensive equivalent.15 Commonly available in nearly all su-
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permarkets is ginkgo biloba, which may moderately improve
cognition particularly in aging individuals and patients with
Alzheimer disease. This extract from plant leaves acts by in-
creasing cerebral blood flow, and a study done at Johns Hop-
kins by using perfusion MR imaging showed that cerebral
blood flow was mildly and globally increased in elderly indi-
viduals who took that supplement twice per day.16 Addition-
ally, it has been given to patients with Down syndrome and early-
onset Alzheimer disease with positive results.17

If all of the above seems too time-consuming, too expen-
sive, or too risky, you may want to try neurobics. Neurobics
requires only that you do 2 things: experience the unexpected
and use all of your senses every day.18 Dr Katz’s method has
been extremely popular, and his book has been reprinted 25
times and translated into 24 languages. His coauthor, Mr
Manning Rubin, is a commercial writer who runs an advertis-
ing company and has worked for some of the biggest market-
ing organizations in the world, so he knows a bit about prod-
uct placement; but in all fairness to the book, Dr Katz was the
real thing (he died in 2005 from melanoma). A graduate of the
University of Chicago and the California Institute of Technol-
ogy, he went on to become faculty at Duke University and
published many articles in peer-reviewed journals. Because
neurobics can be incorporated into any of our daily activities,
it sounds initially attractive, but it seems that like anything
else, when you look carefully into it, it is a bit more compli-
cated. Here are some of the recommended activities (my com-
ments in parentheses):

1) Shower with your eyes closed. (The book clearly warns
you about balance issues, common as we get older, and water
that may be hot if you are not looking at the temperature
handle.)

2) Get dressed with your eyes closed. (Tried it last week and
ended up putting on socks that were the wrong color.)

3) Brushing roulette, meaning brush your teeth or hair
with your nondominant hand. (Be careful about hurting your
gums or poking an eye.)

4) Listen to specific music while smelling something par-
ticular. (This requires a bit of planning, and I have not tried
it yet because it seems too complicated and I cannot decide
which smell goes well with Orff’s Carmina Burana.)

5) Take your family to work with you. (I imagine that the
mental exercise kicks in when trying to explain to them how
susceptibility-weighted imaging or iterative reconstruction
works. Beware: this can be a Health Insurance Portability and
Accountability Act violation!)

6) Wear ear plugs when you sit down for a meal with your
family. (I think it is the effort of lip reading that exercises your
mind. Ask your spouse before doing this to avoid conflicts at
home.)

7) Turn your computer monitor upside down. (When I
was a resident, a very senior and very smart attending used to
read the chest radiographs upside down. He was doing neuro-
bics without even knowing it!)

8) Shop at the farmers’ market instead of the Big Box su-
permarket. (You get to talk to real folks, eat healthier, and
support your local economy. Not a bad idea!)

The list of somewhat wacky ideas goes on and on (eg, create
a sensory symphony in the bath, start watching Sesame Street
again, and so forth). Dr Katz also reminds us that sex is the

ultimate brain workout; but because it can also be a physical
workout and this Perspectives does not deal with physical ex-
ercise, I will comment on it next month in Part 2. The book,
Keep Your Brain Alive, contains detailed chapters on neurobics
during your morning and afternoon commutes and neurobics
while at work, at the market, at mealtimes, and at leisure. In
reality, most of its recommendations involve variations on
activities that we get too lazy to do as time goes by.

If you are still too lazy to do any of the above, how about
just breathing? Oxygen appears to enhance memory. Higher
blood oxygen saturation increases the heart rate, and both
correlate with improved brain performance. In one study,
subjects who inhaled oxygen 60 seconds before attempting to
memorize a word list outperformed those who did not.19 Ox-
ygen cannot be given in advance; it has to be inhaled just be-
fore the task, suggesting it is increased blood oxygen satura-
tion that plays a role in memory consolidation. Every time I
lecture, I look at my presentation and try to memorize all of its
slides so that I can “bridge” them while speaking. Because I do
not carry an oxygen tank with me, just recently I tried hyper-
ventilating before a lecture, and the results were that I felt dizzy
and shaky, my hands were tingling, and I ended up giving a
terrible lecture. There are better ways to improve your mem-
ory, albeit involving some work and discipline, and my next
Perspectives will deal with these.
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